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Abstract—We propose a computational methodology for automatically estimating human behavioral patterns using the multiple

instance learning (MIL) paradigm. We describe the incremental diverse density algorithm, a particular formulation of multiple instance

learning, and discuss its suitability for behavioral coding. We use a rich multi-modal corpus comprised of chronically distressed married

couples having problem-solving discussions as a case study to experimentally evaluate our approach. In the multiple instance learning

framework, we treat each discussion as a collection of short-term behavioral expressions which are manifested in the acoustic, lexical,

and visual channels. We experimentally demonstrate that this approach successfully learns representations that carry relevant

information about the behavioral coding task. Furthermore, we employ this methodology to gain novel insights into human behavioral

data, such as the local versus global nature of behavioral constructs as well as the level of ambiguity in the expression of behaviors

through each respective modality. Finally, we assess the success of each modality for behavioral classification and compare schemes

for multimodal fusion within the proposed framework.

Index Terms—Behavioral coding, behavioral signal processing, couple therapy, multi-modal signal processing, multiple instance learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

HUMAN behavior is inherently multimodal and com-
plex, characterized by heterogeneity and variability

in its patterning. This presents unique challenges and
opportunities for signal processing and machine learning
researchers to contribute to the behavioral sciences. These
contributions can most readily be evaluated by relating
them to measures that are already established and rele-
vant to a given application domain, e.g., study of dis-
tressed relationships. A common method for evaluating
human behavior is manual behavioral coding, which
seeks to create standardized measures for characterizing
observed behaviors along dimensions of interest, e.g.,
affect, engagement, withdrawal [1]. These measures are
often applied in a holistic, summative fashion. That is,
expert annotators will observe subjects in situations that
elicit expressions of particular behaviors of interest and
then provide their judgements on the degree that these
behavioral constructs are exhibited in the overall session
of observation. While this method can provide valuable
insights into how these behaviors relate to outcomes, e.g.,
relationship success, it does not provide insight into
which particular expressions contribute the most to the
assigned behavioral codes. We present a method based
on Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) that seeks to

discover the most prominent segments of these sessions
that contribute to specific behavioral characterizations.
This can in turn provide insights at a detailed level into
how particular manifestations of behaviors of interest
impact coding of behavioral observation data.

The focus on behaviorally-salient segments within an
interaction has been a feature in various behavioral analyses,
most notably in psychological theory of thin slicing [2]. Thin
slicing posits that judgements of certain behaviors can be
made based upon brief but informative observations. This
theory has been evaluated in several domains including: pre-
dicting teacher evaluations [3], judgements of personality
and intelligence [4], and detecting psychopathy [5]. These
studies demonstrate that short observations of expressive
behaviors do not significantly differ frommuch longer obser-
vations for many behaviors of interest to the human behav-
ioral research community. What is considered a “short”
observation varies between studies. These studies use thin
slices that range from 300 seconds to as little as 2 seconds. As
one might suspect, the predictive accuracy of thin slices
varies with respect to the behavior being observed, that is,
some judgements require longer observation than others.
Another key finding is that in some situations too much
information was actually confusing to the raters [2], [5]. The
thin slices in these studies are chosen at random from the lon-
ger behavioral observations. A key general question is
whether selecting the “right” information will lead to higher
predictive value of the thin slices. These findings motivate
and set the stage for the current work.

We posit three main hypotheses:

1) Not all observational segments are created equal: by uti-
lizing signal processing and machine learning tech-
niques we can identify segments which lead to better
prediction of presence of the judged behavior. Fur-
thermore certain behaviors will be better predicted
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by thin slices due to their local nature versus those
that occur more globally.

2) Different behaviors will vary in the nature of their expres-
sion: the number of ways that a particular behavior
can be expressed will vary indicating the level of
ambiguity in the expression of the behavior.

3) The predictive power of short observations will vary
with respect to the modality with which they are
evaluated and multiple modalities will provide com-
plementary information for behaviors for which
multiple channels are utilized for expression.

We evaluate these hypotheses using married couples
conflict discussion data as a case study for the approach.
First, we discuss behavioral coding and its relation to the
emerging field of behavioral signal processing (BSP). Next,
we describe multiple instance learning and one particular
algorithmic approach, the diverse density (DD) algorithm.
We then describe the application of its progeny, the incre-
mental diverse density (IDD) algorithm, to the couples ther-
apy data and discuss how this algorithm estimates
behavioral concepts. These concepts are then used to predict
extreme instances of behaviors relevant to the couples
domain. Next, we analyze and give examples of the con-
cepts learned and the insights they can provide into the
domain. Lastly, we evaluate how our hypotheses fare with
respect to our experimental results and discuss future work.

1.1 Behavioral Coding Domains

Behavioral coding is a methodology for assigning ratings
for specifically defined behaviors of interest in behavioral
observation studies. The goal of this practice is to assign
clear and broadly applicable behavioral codes that charac-
terize target behavioral constructs that relate to objectives
of the study, e.g., approach-avoidance patterns. Behav-
ioral coding is common in many behavioral health fields
including: diagnosing autism [6]; psychotherapy [7]; fam-
ily studies [1]; and evaluating marital therapy [8]. A
major challenge of behavioral coding is training reliable
coders who are responsible for assigning the behavioral
ratings to the observation data in a consistent manner.
Behavioral codes are often related to outcomes (e.g., of
diagnosis or specific intervention) and their ability to pre-
dict these outcomes highlights their importance as a
building block for understanding behavior and informing
interventions.

1.2 Behavioral Signal Processing

This work is part of the emerging field of behavioral sig-
nal processing [9]. BSP is the development and applica-
tion of signal processing tools for aiding behavioral
sciences research and translation including notably in
mental and behavioral health domains. Engineering
approaches have the potential to offer fine data-centric
insights which are otherwise inaccessible to clinicians and
researchers working in the behavioral sciences. A com-
mon approach in BSP is to develop signal-derived repre-
sentations and use these representations with appropriate
pattern recognition methods to correlate with or predict
desired behavioral codes [10].

Affective computing is an exemplary domain in behavior
analysis facilitated by the use of signal processing and

machine learning [11]. There have been numerous studies
focusing on automatically deriving multimodal representa-
tions and performing classification experiments with emo-
tional data [12], [13]. More recently, it has been of interest to
identify prototypical expressions of emotions so as to deal
with inherent ambiguity that arises from the large variabil-
ity of expressions between (and within) subjects [14], [15].
With the advances in computational research on human
emotions we are able to draw much inspiration toward
computational approaches to understand higher level
human behaviors.

In this work, we focus on evaluating the proposed behav-
ioral signal processing approaches in the couples therapy
domain. Couples marital therapy interactions represent a
rich domain in which many high level human behaviors are
elicited from the subjects and are used to help guide the
course and evaluate the effectiveness of therapy. This
domain has been the subject of several recent BSP studies,
including studies seeking to develop representations of the
acoustic, lexical, and visual signals as they relate to target
behavioral codes [10], [16], [17], [18], as well as studies that
focus on the interaction between subjects within the ses-
sions [19], [20].

1.3 Why MIL for Behavioral Coding?

Multiple instance learning is a popular paradigm for
learning problems with ambiguous or summative global
labels. This is often the case with observational data of
human behaviors. The ambiguity in behavioral observa-
tion data arises from variability in behavior expressions
over the course of an observation. For example, if some-
one is rated as having negative affect, it does not imply
all their expressions during the entire session used for
coding were negative. In some cases the rating could be
summative, meaning the observer takes every expression
of the subject into account. In other cases a rating could
result from an isolated expression, meaning it only
required a few instantiations of a particular behavior to
receive a specific high behavioral rating. Hence, a subject
receiving a high rating for one of the behavior codes indi-
cates that behavior was strongly expressed at some point
during the session. It does not, however, give insight into
where in the session or in what manner the behavior was
expressed. By treating the session as a bag of behavioral
expressions from the participants we can compare these
short-term expressions in order to ascertain their contri-
bution to the raters’ judgements.

2 MULTIPLE INSTANCE LEARNING

Multiple instance learning is a machine learning framework
in which labeled bags contain many instances. Each instance
is represented by a feature vector and thus bags are collec-
tions of feature vectors that share a single label. The task
then is to determine the label to assign to the bag without
having specific information as to how the instances of that
bag correspond to its assigned label. MIL was introduced
by Dietterich et al. for drug activity prediction [21]. The par-
adigm has since been applied to several machine learning
tasks including: natural scene classification [22]; image cate-
gorization [23], [24]; and text classification [25].
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While the MIL framework has been more often applied to
object recognition tasks for images, more recently it has been
applied to human generated signals, such as speech, ges-
tural, and linguistic data. In these data the objects being rec-
ognized are prototypical displays of a labeled action or
behavior of interest. Ali and Shah applied the MIL frame-
work to human action recognition [26]. Their target labels
were clearly defined physical actions such as bending or
hand waving. The MIL framework has also been applied to
more abstract human expressions such as affect and behav-
ior. Schuller and Rigoll proposed using a bag of speech
frames framework for recognizing speakers’ level of interest
[27]. We proposed the application of MIL to couples prob-
lem-solving discussions data using acoustic features [28],
lexical features [29], and audio-visual fusion [30]. This paper
integrates components of these works as well as extending
the framework through recent developments and analysis.

For this work we use a particular formulation of the MIL
paradigm called the Diverse Density algorithm. This algo-
rithm seeks to identify concepts, which are instances that
occur frequently (density) in different (diverse) bags of the
same label but do not occur in bags of the opposite label.
The DD algorithm has been the subject of many advance-
ments including: an expectation maximization formulation
[31]; methods that seek to speed and boost learning [32];
integration with support vector machines (SVMs) [23], [24];
and an incremental version for learning multiple disjunct
concepts [33].

2.1 Prominent Instance Selection Using the Diverse
Density Algorithm

The Diverse Density algorithm was introduced by Maron
and Lozano-P�erez [34] as an approach for handling the label-
ing ambiguity of multiple instance problems. It was first
applied to the problem of drug activity prediction. The
diverse density algorithm seeks to find concepts that are rep-
resentative of a particular class of interest. Concept points lie
in the feature space in areas of overlap between the instances
multiple bags of the same label and far from any instances
from bags of the opposite label. To perform the search for
concept points we use the expectation maximization form of
the diverse density called EM-DD because it is much faster
than an exhaustive search of the feature space [31].

2.1.1 Diverse Density Formulation

The diverse density of a particular concept, c, is defined as
its probability given n labeled bags, or, more specifically, l

positive and m negative ones, B ¼ fBþ
1 ; . . . ; B

þ
l ; B�

1 ; . . . ;

B�
mg. That is,

DDðcÞ � P ðcjBÞ: (1)

We then seek to find the concept that maximizes the diverse
density. We apply Bayes Rule to perform the maximum
likelihood estimation:

c� ¼ argmax
c2I

½P ðcjBÞ� ¼ argmax
c2I

P ðBjcÞP ðcÞ
P ðBÞ

� �
; (2)

where I is the instance space. We assume equal priors
and drop the normalization as it does not affect the max

operation. Next we assume independence of the bag instan-
ces, then apply Bayes Rule, assume equal priors of the
instances, and drop the normalization once again:

c� ¼ argmax
c2I

Yl
i¼1

P ðBþ
i jcÞ

Ym
i0¼1

P ðB�
i0 jcÞ

" #

¼ argmax
c2I

Yl
i¼1

P ðcjBþ
i Þ
Ym
i0¼1

P ðcjB�
i0 Þ

" #
:

(3)

The posterior probability is estimated using the most-likely-
cause approximation [35], according to:

P ðcjBiÞ / 1� 1þ yi
2

� max
1�j�Ni

P ðBij 2 cÞ� �����
����; (4)

where yi is the label of and Ni is the number of instances in
the ith bag. Because the normalization is dropped this is not
a proper probability, hence the proportionality. The proba-
bility that the jth instance of the ith bag belongs to the con-
cept c is estimated according to their similarity defined by:

P ðBij 2 cÞ / e�jjBij�cjj2 : (5)

2.1.2 Point-and-Scaling Concepts

While learning concept points in the instance space we can
simultaneously learn a scaling of the features. We define a
point-and-scaling concept as:

P ðBij 2 fc; sgÞ ¼ e
�
PQ

q¼1
sqðBijq�cqÞ2 ; (6)

where the instance, Bij, is an Q-dimensional feature
vector and sq is the scaling parameter for the qth feature
dimension.

2.2 Learning Multiple Concepts

We define a disjunctive set of multiple concept points as
D ¼ fc1 _ c2 _ � � � _ cdg. We can now substitute the disjunc-
tive set of concepts, D, for the single concept, c, in (1)–(4)
and maximize the diverse density over multiple concepts.
The disjunctive set is determined according to:

D� ¼ argmax
D2I

½P ðDjBÞ�; (7)

and the same operations follow to give the posterior proba-
bility of the disjunctive set of concepts:

P ðDjBiÞ / 1� 1þ yi
2

� max
1�j�Ni

P ðBij 2 DÞ� �����
����: (8)

We use the max operator as an approximation of the logical
‘or’ in order to define the probability that a particular bag
instance belongs to the disjunctive set of concepts:

P ðBij 2 DÞ / max
1�k�d

e�jjBij�ckjj2
� �

: (9)

The assumption is that the probability that the instance
belongs to the disjunctive set is equal to the probability
of the instance belonging to the single concept with which
it is most similar.
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2.2.1 Incremental Learning

Unfortunately, learning multiple concepts carries a heavy
computational cost: it rises factorially with the number of
concepts in the disjunctive set. The authors of [33] pro-
posed a method that greatly reduces the complexity of
this search. This method relies on the key approximation:

DDðc1 _ c2Þ 	 DDðc1Þ þDDðc2Þ �DDðc1 ^ c2Þ: (10)

Note that this does not hold in general because of the pro-
portionality of (8). This approximation leads to the measure
referred to as the incremental diverse density, which is
defined as:

IDDðDÞ �
Xd
i¼1

DDðciÞ �
X

i;j:1�i< j�d

DDðci ^ cjÞ

þ
X

i;j;k:1�i< j<k�d

DDðci ^ cj ^ ckÞ � � � �

þ ð�1Þd�1DDðc1 ^ � � � ^ cdÞ;

(11)

for a disjunctive set of d target concepts. This can be more
compactly formulated as:

IDDðDÞ �
X
8S22C

ð�1ÞjSj�1DDðSÞ ; (12)

where C is the conjunction of hypothesized concepts,

C ¼ fc1 ^ c2 ^ � � � ^ cdg and 2C is the power-set of C. This
ensures that concepts will both be of high diverse density as
well as dissimilar to one another and thereby offer comple-
mentary information about the target class. In order to use
this measure we need a definition for the logical conjunction
of hypothesized concepts. In keeping with our definition in
(9), we define the probability that an instance belong to the
conjunctive set C as:

P ðBij 2 CÞ / min
1�k�d

ðe�jjBij�ckjj2Þ: (13)

2.2.2 Nearest Concept Features

Once target concepts have been learned, features based on
these concepts are used for classification. Nearest concept
features are defined for each bag as being the minimum dis-
tance of any of the instances in that bag to any of the con-
cepts in the disjunctive set. That is:

fðBiÞ ¼ min
1�k�d

ð min
1�j�Ni

jjBij � ckjj2Þ: (14)

In this way each bag is represented by a single dimensional
feature. The idea is that if the concepts are representative of
the positive class then a bag with any instance that is suffi-
ciently close to any one of the concepts will be labeled posi-
tive. This threshold is learned using a classifier trained with
the nearest concept features. We assume a linear boundary
because the nearest concept features are a distance where a
shorter distance to the concept indicates the bag belongs to
the positive class and further indicates it does not. We use
linear support vector machine classifiers due to their robust-
ness and because the nature of the nearest concept features
warrants a linear decision boundary. Other classifiers could

be used in place of SVMs, however we do not consider
them for this work so as to focus on the MIL framework and
the insights it is able to lend into behavioral coding
domains, rather than a comparison of classifiers.

3 MIL FOR BEHAVIOR PREDICTION

In order to demonstrate the MIL framework for modeling
human behaviors, we apply it to a multi-modal corpus of
couples problem-solving discussions as a case study. In this
case, the bags are a full session and the instances are seg-
ments within the session.

3.1 Case Study: Couples Problem-Solving
Discussions

Marital conflict discussions are often used to understand
couples’ interactions and how their behaviors during these
interactions relate to long-term outcomes. For married
couples, arguably the most important long term-term out-
come is whether the couple divorces. There have been
many studies relating communicative behaviors during
conflict discussions and divorce [36]. Carr�ere and Gottman
reported the ability to accurately predict divorce using
negative and positive affect coded over just the first three
minutes of a 15 minute discussion [37]. Furthermore, they
found that certain segments from the interaction were bet-
ter predictors of divorce than others. The serious implica-
tions and predictive value of behavioral instances make it
an ideal candidate for evaluation with multiple instance
learning for behavioral coding.

3.1.1 Data Description

The Couples Therapy Corpus was collected as part of a
longitudinal study conducted by a collaboration by psy-
chology researchers at the University of Washington and
the University of California, Los Angeles [8]. The study
comprised 134 chronically distressed married couples
and was collected with the intent of comparing the effec-
tiveness of integrative behavioral couple therapy (IBCT)
[8] with traditional behavioral couple therapy (TBCT)
[38]. The couples were recorded having two problem-
solving discussions, about an issue identified by each
spouse. Each discussion lasted 10 minutes. The sessions
took place at three different points in time with respect to
a one year period during which the couples received mar-
ital counseling: before counseling, 26 weeks into counsel-
ing, and two years after counseling ended.

The corpus consists of 574 audio-visual recordings of
the problem-solving discussions. The video is split screen
(704
480 pixels, 29.97 fps) and the audio was recorded
with the single channel far-field microphone in the video
camera. Because the data were collected for observation
by humans, no special care was taken for uniformity in
camera angles or audio-visual quality. The data were
manually annotated and transcribed by psychology
researchers at the word level with the speaker labeled for
each utterance. Nonverbal, vocal communication was
also transcribed including: laugh, sigh, throat clear, and
long pause. Timing however was not included in the
transcriptions.
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For each video, the spouses were observed and rated
according to the Couples Interaction Rating System
(CIRS) [39] and the Social Support Interaction Rating Sys-
tem (SSIRS) manuals [40]. Multiple annotators (ranging
from 2 to 12) gave ratings for the presence of 33 behav-
ioral codes (13 from the CIRS and 20 from the SSIRS) on a
1-9 scale for each session, where 1 corresponds to not
present and 9 to highly present. The ratings were given at
the session level, meaning each code describes a subject’s
behavior throughout the entire interaction with no infor-
mation as to what particular expressions within the ses-
sion lead to the resulting judgement. The SSIRS focuses
on the emotional content of the session as well as the
topic definition. These codes fall into four categories:
affectivity, dominance/submission, features of the inter-
action, and topic definition.

3.1.2 Data Selection and Pre-Processing

Because the data were not originally intended for auto-
matic analysis, the quality of the audio-visual recordings
varied widely across sessions. Therefore, some data were
rejected from this analysis. We reject sessions based on
audio quality according to the methodology of [10], i.e.,
data with an average estimated signal-to-noise ratio
below 5 dB are rejected. After this threshold was applied,
415 sessions remained. The audio data and the manual
transcripts were force aligned with the SailAlign tool [41].
This step was applied in order to separate the audio into
speaker specific regions and align the text and audio
channels. Data were retained if at least 55 percent of the
utterances were successfully aligned, leaving 372 sessions
which were suitable for audio analysis. We reject sessions
based on visual quality according to [42], which removes
sessions in which face-tracking fails. This requirement
resulted in the rejection of 151 additional sessions, leaving
221 sessions which are suitable for automatic analysis of
the audio, visual, and lexical channels.

4 MULTIMODAL REPRESENTATIONS OF HUMAN

BEHAVIORAL DATA

Researchers have considered many sources of informa-
tion for modeling human behavior. For this work we
focus on three major modalities: lexical, audio, and
visual. These features will help capture what is said, how
it is said, and the subjects’ associated movements. Subse-
quently, we will discuss methods of fusing information
from these sources in order to benefit from the comple-
mentary insights they provide. Each modality also
presents unique modeling challenges, which must be con-
sidered for fusion.

4.1 Audio Features

We represent the acoustic scene with standard low-level
speech features based on pitch, intensity, and spectral fluc-
tuations. Each of these low-level descriptors is extracted
every 10 ms using a 25 ms Hamming window. They are
then mean-normalized in order to reduce speaker specific
phenomena from influencing our model. Specifically, we
use log-pitch, intensity, and 13 Mel-frequency cepstral

coefficients (MFCCs) as our low-level descriptors. The 13
MFCCs are extracted using 15 overlapping triangular filters
equally mel-spaced from 20 to 8,000 Hz. The zeroth and
14th coefficients are not included in our feature representa-
tion. These low-level descriptors are chosen as they
achieved they were shown to be the most informative for
this task by Black et al. [10].

Each of these low-level descriptors is normalized using
the mean value per speaker across the entire session.
Specifically, the low-level descriptors are normalized
according to:

fnorm
0log

¼ log 2

f0
mf0

 !
; (15)

intnorm ¼ int

mint

; (16)

MFCCnorm
i ¼ MFCCi � mMFCCi

; 8i 2 1; 2; . . . ; 13: (17)

Subsequently, we represent each individual segment of
speech by a vector of functionals of the low-level descrip-
tors of that segments. We use the functionals referred to
by Black et al. as the six basic functionals: mean, median,
standard deviation, first percentile (robust minimum),
99th percentile (robust maximum), and 99th percentile-
1st percentile (robust range) [10]. The six functionals
taken of the 15 acoustic features result in a 90 dimen-
sional functional feature representation. The functional
feature representation of these speech segments is what
we will refer to as instances in our bag-of-instances
model. These segments are computed with a two second
window which is advanced at a rate of one second (pre-
liminary experiments using windows in the 1-6 second
range demonstrated only small variation in results based
on the choice of the window length, with two second win-
dows resulting in the best performance). Voice activity
detection (VAD) is used to determine the number of
speech frames in a window, only windows containing at
least 500 milliseconds of speech are retained for model-
ing. Each bag is comprised of several of these instances
taken from overlapping segments of a speaker within
a particular session. We show an overview of the audio
instance feature extraction process in Fig. 1.

4.2 Visual Features

We use head motion as the base for our visual representa-
tion of the sessions [18], [42]. This is because the couples are
sitting, which reduces their range of motion, and because
face tracking is relatively robust compared to other com-
puter vision techniques. Attempts to model facial expres-
sions were unsuccessful due to the highly heterogeneous
and noisy nature of the visual data, e.g., varying sitting
positions, camera distance/angle, and lighting conditions.
We segment the videos using the same window size (2 sec-
onds) and rate (1 Hz) as the audio features so as to have bet-
ter comparability between the two feature streams. From
each segment we compute the power spectral density (PSD)
of the motion vectors in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, respectively, for each subject. We then use 15
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frequency bins for each direction, ranging from 0.23 to 3.5
Hz. As reported in [42], these are the frequencies which cap-
ture head motions of interest such as nodding and shaking.
We show an overview of the visual instance feature extrac-
tion process in Fig. 2.

4.3 Lexical Features

Wemodel the language use of the subjects by extracting lex-
ical features from the manual transcriptions. We use term-
frequency inverse-document-frequency (TFIDF) to estimate
the importance of each word used in the corpus. This repre-
sentation is chosen due to its previous success in behavior
prediction in similar tasks [41] and its compact nature in
comparison to other standard linguistic features such as
n-grams. We then retain the 50 words with the highest
TFIDF scores and use the presence or absence of these
words in each utterance as our feature. The resulting utter-
ance feature vector will then be used as an instance in the
bag-of-instances model. It is important to note that, due to
the clear boundaries of the transcriptions, we use a different
method of dividing the transcriptions into instances than
we do for the audio and visual features where the divisions
between instances are less clear.

4.4 Multimodal Fusion

We utilize two simple multimodal fusion techniques to take
advantage of the multiple streams of information extracted

from the audio-visual data. The relative accuracy of fusion
systems will allow insights into whether the different
modalities offer complementary information.

4.4.1 Mean Posterior Fusion

The first simple fusion technique we employ is mean poste-
rior fusion. For this system we train a classifier for each
modality separately. Each classifier gives a posterior,
pyjfðBrÞ, which corresponds to confidence that the bag of the

rth modality belongs to a certain class. Then the classifica-
tion decision is made according to which class is given the
highest mean posterior, according to:

pyjfðBÞ ¼
XM
r¼1

pyjfðBrÞ
M

; (18)

whereM is the number of modalities.

4.4.2 Bag Feature Fusion

Our other adopted fusion technique is bag feature fusion.
For this method, we perform fusion before classification.
That is, we concatenate the bag features from each stream
then train and test the classifier using this augmented fea-
ture vector. Thus, fðBÞ ¼ ½fðB1Þ;fðB2Þ; . . . ;fðBMÞ�. We use
SVMs with polynomial kernels of degree M to allow for
interaction terms between the features from each stream.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate the efficacy of our proposed methodol-
ogy, we conduct three experiments. In the first, we compare
the predictive accuracy of our proposed methodology with
selecting instances for prediction at random. This is what
essentially occurs in applications of the thin slices in the lit-
erature of behavioral sciences. In the second experiment, we
use the incremental diverse density algorithm to estimate
multiple concepts for each of the behavioral codes. In the
last experiment, we perform multimodal fusion to deter-
mine if combining information channels leads to higher pre-
dictive accuracy.

5.1 Classification of Behavior Codes

We first evaluate the efficacy of MIL for separating ses-
sions with extreme behaviors. From the 33 behavioral

Fig. 1. Diagram of audio instance feature extraction.

Fig. 2. Diagram of visual instance feature extraction.
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codes we choose the four with the highest inter-rater reli-
ability for our classification task (two from the SSIRS and
two from the CIRS). They are: acceptance of other, blame,
global positive affect, and global negative affect. The inter-
rater reliabilities (Pearson’s correlation) were: 0.751, 0.788,
0.740, and 0.798, respectively.

For each behavioral code, we take the sessions with rat-
ings below the 25 percent percentile and label these sessions
low and the sessions with ratings above the 75 percent per-
centile we assign the label high. We now have a binary classi-
fication problem with balanced classes, where one class
contains all the sessions where the behavior of interest is
highly present (yi ¼ 1) and the other contains sessions where
the behavior is expressedweakly or not at all (yi ¼ �1).

We now compute the bag features for every session as
defined in (14). We compute bag features using each of the
feature streams extracted from the couples problem-solving
sessions. These features will represent the similarity of the
subjects’ expressions to the behavioral concepts and be used
for classification using an SVM classifier. We use linear
SVMs because our features are distances to a concept. This
makes it reasonable to assume a linear boundary because
the more dissimilar a subjects’ expressions are from the
behavioral concept the lower that subjects’ behavioral rating
should be. We show an overview of the behavioral code
classification approach in Fig. 3.

5.1.1 Experiment 1: Establishing a Baseline

We first see how well we can predict the behavioral ratings
if we select concepts at random from the set of positive
instances. We then use these concepts for computing the
nearest concept features and doing classification as dis-
cussed. In these experiments, the number of concepts is the
number of random draws we take from our set of positive
instances. As previously discussed, this is the methodology
used for selecting thin slices to be rated and correlated to
judgements made for a full behavioral observation. The dif-
ference in accuracy between random concept selection and
estimating concepts with the IDD algorithm lends insight

into the local versus global nature of the behavioral codes. If
any instance chosen at random carries an equal amount of
information about a particular behavioral construct, we can
infer that the expression occurs more globally throughout
the session. However, if the concepts estimated using IDD
carry significantly more information, we can infer the oppo-
site, i.e., that behavioral construct is expressed more locally.
In Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c, we show the results of comparing
audio, lexical, and visual classification accuracy when con-
cepts are randomly drawn from the bags and that of using
concepts learned with the IDD algorithm. We perform 10
trials with the random selection method. The ‘�‘ represents
the mean accuracy across the trials and the bars show the 95
percent confidence interval. The IDD algorithm significantly
(p < 0:05) outperforms random selection for all behavioral
codes and all number of concepts, except for classifying
acceptance with visual features (there is no significant differ-
ence when using four, seven, or eight concepts). The perfor-
mance margin however differs quite a bit between the
behaviors. The average absolute performance difference in
the audio channel between the two methods is 3.44 and 7.87
percent for the positive behaviors (acceptance and positive
affect, respectively) versus 17.45 and 13.60 percent for the
negative behaviors (blame and negative affect, respectively).
This indicates that, with respect to audio, these positive
behaviors generally occur more globally whereas the nega-
tive behaviors are more local in nature. It is important to
note that while this observation is limited to audio experi-
ments, some results do hold across modalities. For example,
the performance margin is always the least for acceptance
and the most for blame for all individual modalities, indicat-
ing that acceptance is the most globally expressed and blame
is the most locally expressed of the behavioral constructs
being compared.

5.1.2 Experiment 2: Learning Multiple Behavioral

Concepts

In Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c we evaluate the accuracy of our
behavior classification task with respect to the number

Fig. 3. Classification of couples behavioral codes overview.
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Fig. 4. Audio (a), lexical (b), and visual (c) classification accuracy. � randomly chosen concepts, � IDD, � IDD number of ideal concepts estimated
(�median,& lower/upper quartile, — minimum/maximum).
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of concepts learned with IDD using audio, lexical, and
visual channels, respectively. It is clear that the optimum
number of concepts varies between behavioral codes. This
gives some indication about the variability in the expression
of these behaviors. From these results we can infer that there
is less ambiguity in the expression of blame (maximum
accruacy achieved with one concept) than there is in show-
ing acceptance (maximum accuracy achieved with seven con-
cepts), for example. Another important observation is that
accuracy does not always increase or decrease monotoni-
cally about the optimum number of concepts. This may
indicate that our IDD approximation is not selecting indi-
vidual concepts in order of their usefulness, which means
that we may be able to improve this approximation in the
algorithm in future work. This may alternatively be due
to the fact that an increase in diverse density of a set of
disjunct concepts does not necessarily result in increased
classification accuracy, which is because the algorithm does
not directly optimize for classification accuracy because
this is generally very difficult especially in multiple instance
problems.

5.1.3 Estimating the Ideal Number of Diverse

Density Concepts

Because we do not know the ideal number of concepts in
advance of classification, we must treat this as an addi-
tional parameter. In order to determine this parameter we
perform an internal leave-one-couple-out cross-validation
loop and choose the number of concepts that results in the
highest classification inner cross-validation accuracy. We
show the classification accuracy achieved when using this
method with whisker plot in Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c. The �
indicates the median number of concepts estimated across
all cross validation folds, the thick line indicates the 25th
and 75th percentiles, and the thin line indicates the maxi-
mum and minimum. In most cases the accuracy achieved
when estimating the number of concepts is lower than that
achieved by knowing the ideal number of concepts in
advance. This indicates that there is room for improve-
ment in the methodology for choosing the ideal number of
Diverse Density concepts.

5.1.4 Experiment 3: Multimodal Fusion

For multimodal fusion, we use the behavioral concepts
learned in experiment 2. We train and test a classifier for

each modality separately. Then we fuse the modalities by
weighting the classifier posteriors with the information
gain between the training bag features and the training
labels. For each modality we use the cross-validation to
select the number of concepts that gives the highest accu-
racy for that modality as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Table 1 shows the results of fusing the three
modalities. Clearly, when the accuracy of one modality is
drastically below that of the modality with which it is
being fused the fusion accuracy is typically equal to or
below that of the stronger learner.

5.2 Correlating Behavioral Concepts with
Annotator Ratings

For the classification experiments it was necessary to binar-
ize the annotator ratings. However, due to the ordinal
nature of the ratings typical practice in the behavioral scien-
ces is to report correlation results. To evaluate the efficacy
of our method for this framework we present the correla-
tions between the bag features computed using the behav-
ioral concepts learned in the classification experiments with
the annotator ratings.

We show the spearman’s correlation between the
nearest concept bag features and the annotator ratings in
Table 2. This is computed with respect to all the ses-
sions, only the sessions with ratings in the top and bot-
tom 25 percentile, and middle 50 percent. We include
results for the middle 50 percent independently because
they are the most difficult to model with automatic
methods [10]. Despite the challenging nature of these
data we achieve significant correlations for the blame and
positive behaviors and near significant (p < 0:1) correla-
tions for acceptance (p ¼ 0:0846) and negative (p ¼ 0:0747).
We achieve significant correlations with all the behaviors

TABLE 1
Classification Accuracy (Percent) with Audio (aud), Visual (vis), Lexical (lex), and Multimodal Fusion

behavior aud vis lex aud+vis aud+lex vis+lex aud+vis+lex

bag feature fusion
acceptance 66.96 57.59 71.88 67.41 67.41 58.04 68.75
blame 66.80 55.33 65.57 65.16 70.08 66.39 69.67
positive 58.82 53.36 61.35 60.08 61.77 63.03 65.13
negative 65.68 57.63 70.34 65.25 65.68 57.63 65.25

mean posterior fusion

acceptance 66.96 57.59 71.88 67.41 67.86 57.14 67.41
blame 66.80 55.33 65.57 65.16 69.26 66.39 70.08
positive 58.82 53.36 61.35 58.82 63.03 58.82 64.71
negative 65.68 57.63 70.34 65.25 67.37 57.63 66.10

TABLE 2
Spearman’s Correlation of Bag Features with Annotator Ratings

behavior all middle 50% top & bottom 25%

acceptance �0.492*** �0.141y �0.616***
blame �0.478*** �0.160* �0.596***
positive �0.476*** �0.229** �0.580***
negative �0.407*** �0.142y �0.531***

yp < 0:1, *p < 0:05, **p < 0:01, ***p < 0:001:
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using the top and bottom 25 percent, and these are gen-
erally stronger than those with all the data because they
represent the sessions containing the most extreme dis-
plays of these behaviors.

5.3 Analysis of Concepts Learned with IDD

One objective of identifying behavioral concepts is to allow
these instances to give insights into the behaviors with
which they are associated. We observe that concepts learned
for different behavioral codes emphasize different combina-
tions of features. This makes sense as these behaviors are
produced in varying ways. As discussed earlier the DD
algorithm learns a feature scaling for the concepts. The scal-
ing often produces a quite sparse representation, that is
most of the feature dimensions are scaled to nearly zero
while a small subset receives substantially higher scaling.
Additionally, we find that when learning multiple concepts
with the IDD algorithm, the concepts for a single behavior
also vary in the features that receive non-negligible scaling.
In this way the classification task is gaining varied aspects
of the behavioral expressions.

Because audio features such as MFCCs are difficult to
interpret directly, we learn concepts using a reduced fea-
ture set of functionals of pitch and intensity. This reduced
feature set also provided reduced classification accuracy
relative to the full audio feature set, however the accuracy
of the reduced set is still significantly above chance accu-
racy (63.84, 63.52, 59.24, 62.29 percent for acceptance,
blame, positive, and negative, respectively) In Table 3 we
show the audio features from the top concept learned
using this reduced set that received non-zero scaling
weights. Additionally, we indicate whether these features
are positively or negatively associated with the behavior
using (+) and (�), respectively.

In Table 4 we display the words that received the high-
est absolute scalings for each behavior. As the scalings
can be positive or negative these words can be strongly
positively or negatively associated with the behavioral
codes. For example, “you’re” is strongly associated with
three of the four behavioral codes we are evaluating.
While it is strongly positively associated with the codes
blame and negative, it is strongly negatively associated
with acceptance. Many of the words have a clear intuitive
association with the behaviors they are modeling. For
example, “you’re”, “work”, and “never” all received high

scaling for modeling blame. Interestingly, all the behaviors
were found to be associated with at least one filler, such
as “mm”, “uh”, and “um”. Fillers are often used by a
speaker to indicate that they have not finished speaking
and thus are attempting to hold the floor. In this way
these results indicate that a speaker attempting to hold
the floor is strongly indicative of the behavioral codes.

Because of the sensitive nature of couples therapy data,
we cannot give examples from the actual data. However, as
part of the data collection the researchers collecting the data
acted couples problem-solving discussion sessions to be
used as training examples to give a sense of the nature of
the data. To give an example of the types of instances that
are selected as prominent we use one of these acted couples
conflict discussion session. Below we show the utterance
that is minimum distance from the blame concept:

YOU HAVE BEEN LEAVING ME TO DO A LOT
OF IT AND I DON’T KNOW I FEEL SORT OF
FRUSTRATED THAT IT ALL KIND OF FALLS ON
ME EVEN THOUGH WE BOTH WORK A LOT OF
HOURS AND ESPECIALLY STUFF AND AND
SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE WHEN YOU DO
THINGS LIKE I NEVER QUITE KNOW WHAT
WILL HAPPEN LIKE IF YOU DO THE LAUNDRY
I NEVER QUITE KNOW HOW THINGS ARE
GOING TO TURN OUT YOU KNOW I SO I AM
JUST KIND OF

The TFIDF selected words are shown in bold. Two of
these keywords, “work” and “never” are part of the highly
weighted words shown in Table 4. Clearly, “work” is a sub-
ject that is often discussed in these sessions and our blame
concept suggests that simply discussing the subject is
indicative of the behavior. Also, absolutes such as the
word “never” are strongly associated with the blame behav-
ioral construct.

6 DISCUSSION

We now discuss how the three hypotheses presented in
Section 1, relate the proposed methodology to saliency
measures, and mention points of interest for future work.

TABLE 3
Features Which Received the Highest Absolute Weights in the

Audio Concepts (in Descending Order of Importance) and
Whether They Are Positively (þ) or Negatively (�) Associated

with the Behavior

behvaior features

acceptance mean int (þ), median int (þ), range f0 (�),
range int (þ), median f0 (�), max f0 (�)

blame mean f0 (þ), std f0 (þ), std int (�), range f0 (þ)
positive median f0 (�), mean int (þ), min f0 (þ),

max int (þ), mean f0 (�), max f0 (�), min int (�),
range int (þ)

negative min f0 (�), median f0 (þ), mean int (�), std f0 (þ),
median int (�), range f0 (þ), min int (�)

TABLE 4
Words Which Received the Highest Absolute Weights in the
Lexical Concepts and Whether They Are Positively (þ) or

Negatively (�) Associated with the Behavior

behvaior words

acceptance SHE (þ), THEY (þ), UM (þ), AFFECTION (�),
TALK (�), YOU’RE (�), NO (�), PROBLEM (�),
TOGETHER (�), HOUSE (þ)

blame MM (�), DIDN’T (�), THEY (þ), UM (�),
YOU’RE (þ), NEVER (þ), UH (�), MONEY (�),
WORK (þ), YEAH (þ)

positive SHE (þ), UM (þ), MONEY (�), RIGHT (�),
HOUSE (�), OVER (�), YEAH (�),
AFFECTION (�), JOB (�), ASK (�)

negative YOU’RE (þ), WAS (þ), MOTHER (þ), SAY (þ),
THEM (�), UM (�), HOME (�), DIDN’T (þ),
IT’S (�), SAID (�)
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6.1 Hypothesis 1

The proposed approach identifies concepts that are signifi-
cantly better for the classification task than by choosing con-
cepts at random from the set of positive instances. This
indicates that not all portions of a given conversation are
equally informative for determining the behaviors dis-
played during the interaction. This is an intuitive result that
helps confirm that an instance-based approach is appropri-
ate for analyzing behavioral data. Clearly, as seen in
Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c, the gap between IDD and random
guessing varies between behavioral codes. The negatively
valenced codes, blame and negative, benefit much more from
the concepts learned with the IDD algorithm. This suggests
that the expressions that result in a high rating for these
codes are more local in nature, thus not all instances carry
an equal amount of information to the behavioral coding
process and in fact some carry quite a bit more, hence the
large performance gap. While IDD is still better than ran-
dom selection for the positively valenced codes, acceptance
and positive, the performance gap is much less. This may
indicate that the expressions resulting in high ratings for
these codes are more global in nature, hence any given
instance may carry a similar amount of information towards
the behavioral coding process.

6.2 Hypothesis 2

We find that the number of optimum concepts varies
between behavioral codes. The optimum number of con-
cepts can be viewed as the number of ways that a behavior
can be expressed through that channel. This relates to the
level of ambiguity in that particular behavioral expression
for a particular mode of expression. For example, with
respect to audio, we observe that the negative behaviors
benefit much less from learning additional concepts. This
indicates there is less ambiguity in negatively valenced
expression versus that of positive expressions when being
expressed acoustically.

We also find that the optimum number of concepts varies
with respect to the modality being modeled. This indicates
there are different levels of ambiguity in the expression of a
particular behavior in each channel. This is likely because
different behaviors will be primarily expressed through
only one or two channels hence the remaining modalities
will either support or provide little additional information.
For example, acceptance could be expressed purely through
the visual channel through a head nod, while the subject is
not speaking, hence the behavior would not be simulta-
neously expressed through the vocal and verbal channels.

In the lexical channel, we find the opposite trend as in
the audio channel: The positively valenced behaviors do
not benefit from additional concepts while the negative
behaviors do. This makes sense as the two channels are
closely linked and that when a behavior is clearly
expressed in one channel it is not necessary for it to be
clearly expressed in another, allowing for more ambiguity
non-primary channels.

6.3 Hypothesis 3

For all behaviors we find that the audio and lexical modali-
ties consistently outperform the video. This is consistent

with previous automatic analysis using similar instance
based methodology [30]. This is likely in large part due to
the quality of the data. The couples therapy corpus was col-
lected and stored on VHS tape and hence it is very difficult
to achieve robust modeling using this modality. However,
even with these challenges we did achieve above chance
accuracy with the visual channel.

We find that particular behaviors are better modeled by
different modalities. For example, accuracy for the positive
code is relatively low compared to that of the other behav-
ioral codes using the audio channel. In this case the lexical
channel models this behaviors much better (5.46 percent
absolute difference in peak accuracy). This relation is
reversed for the negative code. We find that in this case the
audio channel performs much better than the lexical (2.54
percent absolute difference). These differences may lend
some insight into the way these behaviors are expressed,
i.e., negativity being more associated with tone of voice and
positivity being more associated with verbal content.

We find that the ability to achieve greater accuracy using
fusion of these modalities varies with respect to the behav-
ior and modalities being fused. For example, the highest
multimodal accuracy for predicting blame is achieved when
fusing information from all three channels. This indicates
that the three channels are carrying some complementary
information about the behavior. However, this was not the
case for the other behaviors meaning that these behaviors
may be solely or primarily expressed in a single channel.
For example, the accuracy of predicting the positive behavior
using the lexical modality far exceeds that of the audio or
visual modalities. In this case, where the disparity in infor-
mation between the channels is so high, fusion hurts accu-
racy because the less accurate channels are providing
unreliable information.

6.4 Relation to Saliency Measures

The proposed approach attempts to identify and place focus
on instances in which behaviors of interest are more
strongly displayed. This can be viewed as estimating an
instance’s behavioral saliency. This is different from the sig-
nal-based idea of saliency as something that draws attention
(e.g., [43], [44], [45]) in that it attempts to find instances that
stand out from the background with respect to the behavior
of interest rather than an instance that stands out in terms of
its relative entropy with respect to the rest of the data. In
this way we can focus only upon instances which carry
information about subjects’ behaviors. For instance, a sub-
ject coughing loudly would be salient with respect to draw-
ing the attention of the observer but would not be
behaviorally salient with respect to a code such as positive
affect as does not carry information about that behavior and
therefore should not be given prominence for behavioral
modeling. In the future, we would like to compare the pro-
posed approach with information theory based approaches
and determine if we can advance our methodology by
attempting to directly optimize information metrics.

6.5 Future Work

We would like to further investigate instance based analysis
of behavioral observation data. We would like to compare
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our methodology with fully unsupervised methods such
as signal-based saliency [43]. As we previously discussed,
this may give insight into the overt versus covert nature
of behavioral expressions as well as how much certain
behaviors rely upon context versus being directly observ-
able in isolated segments. In contrast to a purely signal-
based approach, we are interested into developing a
methodology based on treating the instances as samples
in a traditional fully supervised setting then using fusion
techniques to predict the session level behavioral rating.
Such an approach could offer understanding of how
judgements of behavioral expressions are integrated over
time. Also, this methodology would support hierarchical
learning methods enabling analysis at many temporal
granularities simultaneously.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated evaluating behavioral observa-
tion data using a multiple instance learning framework. This
framework allows for experimentation which reveals the
local/global nature of behaviors as expressed through
human communicative channels (e.g., speech). With respect
to speech, we found that negative affect behaviors (blame and
negative affect) aremore locally displayed than behaviors con-
veying positive affect (acceptance of other and positive affect).
Furthermore, we used the Incremental Diverse Density algo-
rithm to learn multiple behavioral concepts. This methodol-
ogy allows for estimating the level of ambiguity presented
via a particular channel. For example, we found that with
respect to speech, learning additional concepts for the nega-
tive behaviors did not provide additional information about
the behavior, meaning there is little ambiguity in the expres-
sion of these behaviors. However, the opposite is true for
expression of positive behaviors in vocal expressions, mean-
ing there is much more ambiguity of expression in this case.
Additionally, we find that this relation is reversed in the lexi-
cal channel: i.e., there is more ambiguity in expression of
negative behaviors and less in positive behaviors, which is
likely do to the close relation of these two modes of expres-
sion.We also used thismethodologywithmultimodal fusion
and found that in certain cases combining information from
multiple channels provided increased classification accuracy
over using that of only a singlemodality.
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